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Prepared for iPod fans, TOP iPod Mate for Mac relieves you of heavy and tiring iPod
converting work easily. It includes TOP DVD to iPod Converter for Mac and TOP iPod Video
Converter for Mac.

Rip DVD to iPod on Mac, convert video to iPod on Mac. TOP iPod Mate for Mac helps you
preview the movie, split the movie, customize the output effect, convert files in batches, etc.
Perfectly compatible with Mac OS, TOP iPod Mate for Mac will finish the iPod converting &
ripping work easily and simply.

Download it right now and have a try for free!

 Key Features

Optimized formats

Convert DVD, AVI, WMV, MPEG, MP4, FLV, RM, MOV, 3GP, ASF, RMVB, etc.
Rip/convert DVD and video to iPod MPEG-4, iPod MPEG-4 AVC.

Previewing the files before conversion

With the help of the mate, conversion can be more accurate. You can preview the input files
before conversion to get a general idea of the converted effect, check the correctness of the
files, etc.

Support batch conversion

Multiple files can be converted in batches at a time, which will definitely accelerate the
traditional conversion speed. Files more than 1000M can also be completely converted within
a few minutes.

Splitting supported by TOP DVD to iPod Converter for Mac

The whole file can be split automatically in chapters, and you can choose your favorite
chapter to convert. From now on, you do not need to convert the whole files.

Customize output effect
The mate supports you customizing the output effect, so that the output effect can be more
suitable for your iPod.

Clear-cut and simple interface
On the simple and fresh interface, only correct and necessary instructions are presented to
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lead you to your destination directly. You can get what you want in only a few steps.

No safety hazard
There is no virus, spyware or adware existing in the mate to threaten your computer, and you
can use your computer without any worry.

Lifetime technical support and upgrade
You can get lifetime technical support and upgrade after you buy the mate, and if you have
any question, do not hesitate to contact us. We will reply you as soon as possible.

system   requirements

1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above, 512MB RAM or more, 100MB space for installation
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